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leternsl seeniaation reveals a 5 fart, 9 inab white eels, the .stunted weight 
is 190 pomade, nigor is not present, slight cooling of the body. there is feint 
posterior mottling timidity. 

ideutiflestioa bends on the left wrist, the right wrist, the left pest toe. 
The heed is emenieedn lbe heir is brown, slightly veer  gnarl  eennni of dried 
blood in the hair shish hes run free the Welles to the right and backward, 
&light fractal balding. 10 the right of the EMI= over the tirebead is a 
1/2 x 1116 is twisted supertialel abrasion. The hairline, Left temporal melon, 
is a 1/16 Ind' very empertietal ebradod area. 'homes is a lett periortital bees ,  
toms Nobles is purple In the neutral portion, tiding at the eargine to a Mit 
leson-yellow. 104m1 diameter of tats is 1 3/4 s 1: lent- The irides  ere enet-eine, 
the pupil. ars equal eft 8 as. the sclera sled anc4unctiva ere not remarkable. 
Poorly defined smarm the derma of the nose which measeres t s t 10.011. !here 
is black materiel in the Hanes- Maine, upper lip, terminative at the vermillion 
actin is a t inch pale soar. To the left of the midlIne, the upper lip, le a 
1/16 ineh abassion. The buccal 0s:envie otherwise not reesokible. Orel Wow 
is fair with same fillines. the tongue is pot remeriable. The beard ere curse 
between 1 to 2 me. lasaination of the neck is made. At the otter end of  env 
right stersocleidaseataid over the skin is a traiserres very superficial 3/11  lent 
scribal: with some reddish antiseptic type of paint surrounding this heir distri-
bution is normal. The pubic heir has been shoved. The penis is circumcised. 
The testes are desoended. the Odessa is flat. 

Over the left pectoral region, L1 inches frau the top of the heal and 2 5/t inches 
to the left of the vidline there is a lt ilia round the edges of this ere sharp. 
Over the left *beet is an Oblique vowed vetch originates 12 inches &oaths top of 
the hoed and runs tormard, downward toward the addline anteriorly asesuring •K inches 
and closed by 12 waning bleak suture.. This mound goes interior to the left nipple. 
Over the lateral aspect of the left arm, 16 inehes from the top or the heed is a 
3/0 x 3/8 inch wound. It gees Into the embouteneone times. 18 inches from the 
top of the hood over the lateral aspect anteriorly of the rill* are there is a 
1 x lade wooed which goes Into the smbouteneous time.. 21i lichee from the top 
of the heed originating slightly betaw the elphoiti nannies in the sidling to above 
the pubis is a 18.8 inch anterior milline wound closed by 5 Axe sutures. Above 
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